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Introduction of the project

• National Project of ROK
  ✓ Subject: Maritime Logistics
  ✓ 10 years of term project
  ✓ On 5th year of project plan

• Category
  ✓ Standardization
  ✓ Technology Developing
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Maritime Logistics using SANET

- Logistics location tracking using USN and RFID in Harbor
- Logistics location tracking via satellite network in the sea
- Logistics location tracking using HF band P2P network in the sea
- Logistics location tracking using VHF ad-hoc network in seashore and near sea (ship to ship or ship to land)

Multiband modes
- VHF band
- HF band
- Satellite
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Future Plan

Develop Simulation Field Test

SANET MODEM SANET Protocol Applying Cases

Continuously Sharing with UN/CEFACT Developing Result for ROK’s project – Applying Examples
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